
🔴 Nowadays, people living in large cities face many problems in their daily 
lives. What are these problems? Do you think the government should encourage 
people to move to smaller towns?

       In today’s modern focused world , in other words , the 21st century , the 
lifestyle of people are is involved in a controversial issued which causes them 
difficultyto make their life difficult. This essay will discuss what the problems 
are , and it will then address the question of whether or not inhabitants should 
be urged to immigrate to rural areas and outskirts of cities .

It is inevitable that overpopulation brings about severe issues into bustling 
metropolises , and capital city of countries . it would appear several significant 
problems would appear for residents . Firstly, extending the volume of traffic 
which causes people not to have sufficient time for communicating with each 
other ,or extra activities for improving the quality of their life . secondly , air 
pollution and ecological criseis , both of those phenomena have negative 
influence on individuals’ health . statistics have demonstrated that the rise in 
amount the number of heart problems in urban areas is unpromising in 
comparison with rural areas . Finally , according to prohibitive food miles , 
accommodation rental , cost of energy consumption and taxation stem from 
urban living , those make citizens to work more and more for affordingto afford 
the expenses , as a result , they have struggled for survival . this causes their 
daily lives to suffer from thisa disorder .

There is no doubt that quality of both rural and smaller town living outweighs 
urban living , but a major segment of those areas are is deprived in terms of 
facilities , in consequences , officials in the administration should impose 
introduce tax deduction and some subsidies for inhabiting in rural areas instead 
of big cities . another efficientcy remedy is that it is better for people to be 
encouraged for immigrating to the outskirts of big cities with by transferring 
industrial zones to there which considerably leads considerably to job 
opportunities to for immigrants and vulnerable ones .

Overall, it seems advisable that by enhancing infrastructure in smaller towns , 
people aspire to some extent attending rural areas . Moreover , there is a win – 
win situation for both themselves and governments . 


